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The world's bestselling master of the medical thriller,
Robin Cook skillfully combines human drama and high-tech thrills with the latest breakthroughs
and controversies of modern medicine. Now, in his most daring novel yet, a mysterious transmission
from the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean leads a crew of oceanographers and divers to a phenomenon
beyond scientific understanding - a discovery that will change everything we know about life on
Earth…

Reviews of the Abduction by Robin Cook
Hrguig
This is probably my favorite book by Robin Cook. I love the way he explored the possibilities of
another world under the ocean. I found the beginning to be incredibly suspenseful, not knowing
what was going to happen to them in their mini sub 20,000 feet under the surface. Each point they
passed taking them further into this new world was more intriguing than the previous. The way he
describes these other worldly beings really makes you think about the possibilities out there. I
thought the ending was quite fitting, and I've thought on more than one occasion that I wish I had a
follow up book to know what happens to everyone after the book ends. I've read this book several
times it's one of my favorite books overall and definitely a favorite by Robin Cook.

Dandr
As usual Robin Cook finds an intriguing scientific concept and finds a way to wrap an engaging
story around it. I enjoyed seeing non -medical from him. However one of Robin Cook's problems is
that he understands people's bodies far better than the hearts of people. His characters become so
stereotyped in this book they're ridiculous and the intriguing idea comes off as being more half
baked than usual. The dialog in this story is quite bad. But the idea that there could be a quite
ancient and highly evolved civilization in the Moho is really interesting and his thoughts about what
it might be like is amazing. It's not totally thought out but it certainly outlined far enough to make
hours of pleasant speculation possible. That is very rare in popular fiction these days. Well, Robin
Cook can certainly afford to produce a clinker once in a while. I just wish this one failure would have
taught him a bit more and that he would venture back into this world beneath the surface again -this time leaving some of his stereotypes behind with the microbes the visitors decontaminated
them from.
heart of sky
Surprise ending cuts it short! There must be another book to reveal what happens to the
castaways!!! Wonderful science fiction book. A break from the medical thrillers that he usually
writes!!! I'm not sure what I like better. What a different perspective from him. It is a must read!!
Very different.
Wire
I've read this book twice and thoroughly enjoyed the concept. My only negative reaction stems from
two of the characters who are unnecessarily portrayed overly declasse to make a point regarding
the male attitude to women and the gay community.
I've always enjoyed the works of Robin Cook and this was a departure from his familiar territory.
Good attempt here though the story does drag a bit as Cook applies too much of the diagnostic
thinking used in his medical thrillers to a fantasy story that should have been a little less detailed.
Brol
First off, let me say, the abduction in the title is not by aliens from outer space. In fact, just the
opposite, but that's all I'll say so as not to spoil the imaginative and suspenseful plot of this sci-fi
thriller. Robin Cook is one of the few writers whose books I will read automatically, without even
glancing at the cover synopsis, he's that good. He's never failed to entertain, and this latest book is
no exception. Once again, he varies from his usual medical thriller format (see Invasion) and pulls it
off nicely. The story moves right along, always prompting you to read further to see what happens
next or to explore the fascinating details of the advanced alternate culture within. The characters
are varied and interesting, and his writing style is, as usual, excellent. I'm not sure what those who
gave it a low rating were looking for, but if you're looking for an enjoyable, fascinating book to read,
especially if you're a sci-fi fan, don't miss this one!
Bliss
This book is so good, I have read it easily 100 times. This would make an amazing movie, I can't
believe they haven't made one yet! INCREDIBLE
Lemana
This is my first Robin Cook novel. I really liked it. Good escapist science fiction/techno thriller. This
plot reminded me of Michael Crichton. Now I want to read more Robin Cook.
This is a favorite of mine of all this authors books. Story if very unbelievable but isstill love it.
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